MARQUEE ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
marquee frame from packaging.
1 Remove
Place Marquee in centre of area to be sheltered.

2

Have 2 people stand at opposite edges and whilst
holding the two outer legs lift off the ground and
step backwards stopping at arm’s length.

Do not open fully as the frame needs
to be semi closed to attach the fabric top
– Do not extend the legs at this stage.

4

Go to each corner of the frame and engage the
auto slider by pushing up with one hand while
holding down the top of the leg with the other
hand. This should then click into place.
Repeat on all other legs.

5

Remove the fabric roof from packaging and
loosely lay over the top of the frame.
Ensure that the reinforced centre / apex of
the roof is over the centre pole. Make sure each
corner of the roof is over the top of each leg
of the frame. The underside of each corner has
velcro that attaches to the top of each leg on
the marquee frame. Ensure all corners are
securely attached.

Lift two adjacent outer legs up and pull out
the inner legs until they click into your desired
height. We recommend extending the legs to
the 3rd or 4th hole. You will need to ensure your
marquee is secured by using the supplied pegs
or ask about our leg weight accessories.

3

6

Have each person stand in the centre between
the two legs of the frame. Hold the bottom of
the diamond (shown here). Lift off the ground
and step backwards until the frame extends out.

Click the Side Tensioning straps on the inside
of the canopy onto the frame struts to
ensure the overhang / valance is secured
and tensioned correctly.
Side Tensioning Strap

Click Tab onto frame strut

HOW TO TAKE DOWN YOUR MARQUEE
two outer legs slightly, press the snap button
1 Lift
or pull out pull ring to release the inner legs.
Repeat on opposite sides.

2

Release auto slider at each corner by pushing
the snap button. Repeat on all four corners.
RELEASE
SNAP-BUTTON

Tip...
We recommend that the tops be removed
before packing away to eliminate the
possibility of the fabric rubbing on the joints
and wearing holes in the fabric.

the top of the diamond on opposite sides.
3 Hold
Lift Up and shake shelter a little while stepping
towards each other until it is ¾ closed.
Hold two outer legs and push together
to fully close. Then place marquee into the
carry cover.

Ensure marquee it completely dry before closing.

